ROSE SCROLL

Description: There's a lyrical quality, a melodic movement to this luminous wallcovering. From floor to ceiling delicate vines trail, branching in a myriad of directions and displaying their fanciful flowers and leaves against a glowing mottled and crackled field. The organic pattern is open and airy; the four color combinations tend toward softness and gentility including silvers and pearls. For a creative design trio incorporate with Rose Scroll Texture and Crackle Stripe.

CRACKLE STRIPE

Katherine Lee Bates penned the lovely lyrics, “Thine alabaster cities gleam undimmed by human tears…” The stirring phrase paints a pretty picture of pristine white marble glistening in the sun. This wallcovering is equally evocative of beautiful marble, but here it is adorned with colored stripes every four inches and a mottled ground with faux crackles. The raised ink adds texture to this radiant paper which is available in silver, gold, and pearl with contrasting stripes. Use it with Rose Scroll Texture or Rose Scroll.
Rhapsody...romantic medley...passionate dreams...poetic beauty
CLASSIC LINEN

Fabric covered walls make a luxurious appearance in the home, be it traditional, transitional, contemporary, or post modern. This comely wallcovering has the realistic texture of a woven linen-like fabric, complete with slubs, created through the clever use of raised inks. A slightly glowing or pearly finish adds to the richness of the neutral hues which include silver, golden beige, and pearlescent lilac, among others. Use solo or in a duet with Rose Tapestry, Floral Trail or Classic Stripe.

ROSE TAPESTRY

All the glory of an antique tapestry is artfully portrayed on this lavish wallcovering. The illustration depicts massed roses, peonies and lilacs forming generous and colorful bouquets embroidered on a glowing twill fabric ground. The richness and refinement of this design is an appropriate adornment for the traditional or contemporary home. The primary hues include pinks, purples, teal, and neutrals. Mix with Floral Trail, Classic Stripe Texture or Classic Stripe for a designer look.

FLORAL TRAIL

Fragrant and beautiful, lilacs are harbingers of summer’s debut. On this wallcovering, against a field of glowing twill fabric, sprigs of lilacs appear to be artfully hand embroidered. The illusion is a realistic simulation of antique needlework created through the application of raised inks. A collection of lovely color combinations include primarily pinks, purples, teal, and neutrals. Use with Rose Tapestry, Classic Stripe Texture or Classic Stripe in a traditional or contemporary home, to achieve a beautifully cohesive decor.
CLASSIC STRIPE

Realistically portrayed through the artful use of raised inks, this wallcovering successfully mimics a striped fabric. The background, with the appearance of threads and slubs, has a subtle glow. The stripes, some closely aligned while others are nearly four inches apart, are beautifully multicolored in purples, pinks, teals and more. The vertical lines make a handsome counterpoint to the lovely flowers in Rose Tapestry or Floral Trail in compatible colors.
FLORAL URN

The blending of archival design and modern methods creates a heavenly etude... a composition to perfect a technique. The result is a breathtaking damask wallcovering featuring delicate neo-classical urns planted with floral topiaries, each crowned with scrolling foliage. The textural raised inks are layered on a field of merging matte and metallic print that adds incredible depth and beauty. Available palettes include aqua, gold, pink, and lilac akin to the colors in Floral Urn Texture and Small Scroll.

FLORAL URN TEXTURE

If the dreamy composition of a nocturne could be captured in romantic visual artwork this wallcovering would be it. A cloudy haze drifts across a softly glowing background creating the suggestion of an ancient plaster wall burnished by the sands of time. The hues range from aqua to pink, plus cream, white or sand and match the enchanting colors of Floral Urn and Small Scroll.

SMALL SCROLL

Ornate, yet delicate and gracious, this wallcovering is as soothing and comforting as a lullaby. Grounded on a field of gleaming hue and softened by a mist of contrasting haze, are feathery, scrolling, leafy designs of historic origin that predate the medieval period. The pattern is made modern by the artistic use of prettily colored raised inks. Select from compositions that feature gleaming aqua or pale pink satin and several others. They all make beautiful music with Floral Urn and Floral Urn Texture.
REGAL FRAMED DAMASK

As prelude to an artfully designed and decorated room, this elaborately tasteful wallcovering boasts large ornate medallions atop a base of generously scrolling leaves. Beneath the primary pattern, which resembles embossing, are vertical pinstripes that include metallic sheen. Inspired by traditional damask, this motif is appropriate in a contemporary room thanks to the modern approach to texture and color. Center stage choices include cool water blue, gold rush, silver streak and more. To cue the strings match with Regal Damask Texture, a subtle stripe in compatible colors.

REGAL DAMASK TEXTURE

Cue the strings! This wallcovering is destined to make beautiful music in virtually any home; traditional, transitional, or contemporary. The vertical pinstripes are shot with metallic shine and the string-like texture is minutely corrugated through the application of raised inks. The virtuosity of this paper is as inspiring as the dulcet tones of a masterful violin, and it harmonizes with Regal Framed Damask in colors of amethyst, cool water blue, silver streak and many more.

ROSE SCROLL TEXTURE

“The grandeur that was Greece, the glory that was Rome”… Poe put it well and his words invoke images of the marble ruins that remain. This wallcovering has that look of ancient marble with its smooth shine, textured cloudiness, and crackled surface. The organic appearance is classic, timeless, and handsome in most any refined décor be it neo classic, traditional or modern. Select from seven softly glowing neutral colors that work with Crackle Stripe or Rose Scroll.
SURFACE STRIA

With narrow pinstripes, in alternating matte and radiant finishes, this wallcovering has a pristine design that can bring life and luster to a room. The variation of reflectivity and color, while subtle, is enough to elevate this attractive, albeit simple, pattern to a higher plane. With six lovely color ways including silver streak, pale beige and shell pink or celestial blue, powder blue and palest lavender, among others, they are beautifully in tune with Garden Floral.

GARDEN FLORAL

A beautiful blend of casual and sophisticated, this wallcovering is equally at home in a country cottage or a city flat. The image of roses in bloom, hovering songbirds, and fluttering butterflies is urbanized by the incorporation of a pearlescent textured background on most of the selections. Further enhanced by creative color combinations bordering on pastels; pale taupe, pinkish purples, and dusted greens or matte aqua, rosy pinks, and medium greens plus several more, all of which work well in tandem with Surface Stria.